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Investigation of the 22Ne„p,g…

23Na reaction via „

3He,d… spectroscopy
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States near the22Ne1p threshold in23Na were investigated using the22Ne(3He,d)23Na reaction over the
angular range of 5°<u lab<35° at E(3He)520 MeV. Spectroscopic factors were extracted for states corre-
sponding to resonances in the22Ne(p,g)23Na reaction. Two previously suggested resonances atEc.m.568 and
100 keV were not observed at any angle. A new rate for the22Ne(p,g)23Na reaction has been calculated and
its implications are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To first order, globular clusters are coeval, chemically h
mogeneous groups of stars and thus provide a good te
ground for theories of stellar evolution. However, clos
scrutiny reveals interesting chemical effects. For exam
observations of anticorrelations between sodium and oxy
@1–5# point to a more complicated situation than describ
by current stellar models, in which surface abundan
should not change as the stars ascend the red-giant bra
Indeed, between the first dredge up~as the stars leave th
main sequence! and the second dredge up~after core helium
burning!, these abundances should be unaltered. Obse
variations in the surface abundances of carbon and nitro
have led to the idea that nonconvective mixing, perh
driven by rotation, is at work in these stars@6#. A possible
byproduct of this augmented mixing is a change in the s
face abundance of sodium~as well as helium! on the red-
giant branch@7–9#.

Nuclear physics provides circumstantial evidence to s
port the mixing picture. At high temperatures, leakage ou
the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen~CNO! cycles into the NeNa
cycle ~Fig. 1! would have the effect of producing sodiu
while oxygen is destroyed. Although the flow from the CN
cycles to the NeNa cycle is negligible at low temperatures
is possible to produce sodium from existing neon while o
gen is processed into other CNO nuclei, resulting in an
parent Na-O anticorrelation. However, some key reacti
are known to be uncertain. The reaction that forms sodium
the NeNa cycle,22Ne(p,g)23Na, is thought to be dominate
by numerous resonances above the (p,g) threshold at 8794
keV ~as shown in Fig. 2! and perhaps by direct capture
low energies. The direct-capture contribution has been m
sured by Rolfset al. @10# and by Go¨rreset al. @11#. However,
the resonance component has not been accurately d
mined. As many as 14 states lie between threshold and
lowest-measured resonance at an excitation energyEx
59211 keV ~corresponding toEc.m.5417 keV @12#!. On
the basis of energetics, these states should be the mos
portant resonances at the temperatures of interest (T<0.06
3109 K or T9<0.06). Attempts have been made to popul
these resonances directly@13# or via direct capture at highe
energies@11#, but none were observed. However, three
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these states, atEx58830, 8945, and 8972 keV have bee
seen in the proton-stripping reactions (3He,d) @14# and
(d,n) @15# and therefore could contribute to th
22Ne(p,g)23Na reaction at some level. TheEx58822-keV
state has been observed via19F(6Li, d)23Na @16# with an
angular-momentum transfer of five states. The resulting s
parity assignment ofJp5(9/2,11/2)2 implies h-wave trans-
fer in 22Ne(p,g)23Na and hence the proton width is neglig
bly small. Similarly, the state at 8799 keV is also too we
~because of its low energy! to contribute to the
22Ne(p,g)23Na reaction. Of the remaining states, only tho
at 8862 and 8894 keV remain as potential contributo
These two states, along with the 9000-keV state, were
ported to be weakly populated in the22Ne(3He,d)23Na reac-
tion by Powerset al. @14#,who concluded that their existenc
should be considered as tentative. Unfortunately, if they e
as resonances atEc.m.568 and 100 keV, then they coul
contribute greatly to the reaction rate.

A reevaluation of the existing data was performed by
Eid and Champagne@17#, in which it was found that the two
tentative resonances produce large uncertainties in the r
tion rate. Despite the uncertainty, the22Ne(p,g)23Na reac-
tion is sufficiently fast to convert all22Ne to 23Na within a
typical burning time,under steady-state conditions. In con-
trast, the mixing scenario implies that the NeNa cycle op
ates episodically on a given mass element and here an
certainty in the rate of22Ne(p,g)23Na will result in a similar
uncertainty in the final abundance of23Na. At the same time,
these resonances are low in energy and would be difficu

FIG. 1. Integrated fluxes from the CNO cycles up through
NeNa cycle. For the purpose of illustration, we have chosenT9

50.05 andr5100 g/cm3. Strong flows are indicated by heav
lines and weak flows are represented by dashed lines. Stable n
are represented by shaded boxes.
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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detect directly, even at their maximum allowed strengt
However, the strengths of resonances near the proton-ca
threshold are proportional to their proton widths. This lat
quantity can be calculated if the proton spectroscopic fac
are known. Consequently, we have reexamined the st
near the22Ne1p threshold using the22Ne(3He,d)23Na re-
action in an effort to determine more precise proton widt
thus leading to a more accurate rate for the22Ne(p,g)23Na
reaction at low temperatures. We have also reevaluated
existing energies and resonance strengths for resonance
tweenEc.m.5417 and 1823 keV in order to refine the rea
tion rate at higher temperatures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

A. Targets

The 22Ne targets used in this study were produced
implanting singly charged22Ne ions into 40mg/cm2 natC
foils. To prevent accumulated stresses from rupturing
foils during implantation, they were first slackened by exp
ing them to a hand-held camera flash unit at a distance
cm. The foils were placed in a target chamber, directly
hind a graphite collimator with a defining aperture of 1.

FIG. 2. Energy level diagram for23Na showing the location of
known states and the predicted resonance energies. The exci
energies are taken from Ref.@12#, while the Q value (8794.1
60.3 keV) and the resonance energies have been recalculate
ing the 1995 mass evaluation@19#.
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cm. This was done so that carbon would be the only mate
sputtered onto the foil as a consequence of beam collimat
In addition, the carbon sputtered onto the target foil
thought to increase the lifetime of the foil during the impla
tation process@18#. A copper tube extended to within 2 cm o
the target holder. It was cooled to liquid-nitrogen tempe
ture in order to reduce the buildup of contaminants on
target, and biased to290 V for suppression of secondar
electrons from the target. Beam current was read off the e
trically insulated endpiece. The back end of the target hol
contained a Plexiglas viewport to allow visual inspection
the back of the target throughout the implantation.

Implantation was performed at energies of 20 and 40 k
using the Department of Physics and Astronomy ion i
planter at the University of North Carolina. Each side of t
C foil was exposed to the beam. This, and the two energ
spread the22Ne throughout the foil, which helped to max
mize the amount of neon deposited. Beam currents were
ited to 1.3 mA at 20 keV and 650 nA at 40 keV in order t
keep the thermal stress within allowable limits. Three i
planted22Ne targets were made and were evaluated for re
lution and count rate by examining several states that
strongly populated by the22Ne(3He,d)23Na reaction. The
two best targets were retained for data collection. The fi
beam-current exposures for these targets are listed in Tab

B. Experimental details

A 20-MeV 3He21 beam was provided by the Triangl
Universities Nuclear Laboratory FN tandem accelera
Typical beam currents were between 100 and 150 pnA.
outgoing deuterons were momentum analyzed with
TUNL Enge Split-Pole Spectrometer and detected usin
42-cm long position-sensitive avalanche counter. The s
angle of the spectrometer was fixed at 2.0 msr in orde
reduce the widths of the contaminant lines arising from c
bon and oxygen in the target. Data were collected fromu lab

55° to 22.5° in 2.5° steps and from 25° to 35° in 5° step
The target was monitored using aDE2E silicon tele-

scope, mounted in the target chamber atu lab544.2°. The
aperture of the monitor telescope was measured using a
brated 241Am source and found to bedV50.9260.01 msr,
consistent with a geometric measurement of 0.960.1 msr.
The yield from elastic-scattering measured with the mon
was also used to determine the absolute cross-section
for the (3He,d) data.

ion

us-

TABLE I. 22Ne implantation doses.

Target #1 Target #2
Target side Energy~keV! Dose (mA hr) Dose (mA hr)

Front 40 2.4 0.9
20 4.0 4.1

Back 40 2.5 2.6
20 3.4 4.4
1-2
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INVESTIGATION OF THE 22Ne(p,g)23Na REACTION VIA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 015801
III. DATA ANALYSES

A. Excitation energies

A sample deuteron spectrum collected atu lab510° is
shown in Fig. 3. In order to extract yields and centroids,
deuteron groups were fit with a template consisting o
Gaussian shape with a low-energy exponential tail. The m
nitude and the slope of the two shapes were matched
value of Xcentroid21.4s, where Xcentroid is the Gaussian
mean ands is the normal Gaussian standard deviation. T
value of 1.4 was determined by fitting three isolated deute
peaks in each of the 5°, 10°, and 20° spectra with this te
plate, and then varying the fitting point to minimize thex2

value of the fit.
The energy dispersion of the focal plane was calcula

using the well-known energies of states populated in the27Al
(3He,d)28Si reaction. This information was then used to c
culate the difference in deuteron energies between the s
of interest and the 8664-keV state in23Na. The resulting
uncertainty in the excitation energies for states between
(p,g) threshold andEx59257 keV wasabout 4 keV at all
angles. The adopted excitation energies~shown in Table II!
are a weighted average of the present results and all prev
data, which were updated to take account of changes in t
lated masses@19#.

FIG. 3. Deuteron spectrum atu lab510°. The peaks are labele
by either their energy in23Na in keV or by the final state formed
from a contaminant in the target.

TABLE II. Adopted excitation energies.

Ex ~keV!

This study Literaturea Adopted

883063 8829.560.7 8829.560.7
894663 894563 894562
897363 897263 897262
904463 904162 904261
921563 9211.360.8 9211.360.9
925763 9252.660.8 9252.160.9

aReference@12#.
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B. Angular distributions

Absolute cross sections were determined by compa
the elastic-scattering yield measured using the monitor de
tor with (3He,3He) angular-distribution data collected ov
the angular range of 15° –45° in steps of 5°. Theoreti
differential cross sections were calculated with the distort
wave Born approximation~DWBA! codeDWUCK4 @20#. The
22Ne13He potential parameters were initially taken from t
global parametrization of Becchetti and Greenlees@21#.
However, it was found that small modifications of individu
parameters greatly improved the fit to the data~Fig. 4! and
these new parameters were adopted for all of the DW
calculations. The final3He parameters are given in Table II

Deuteron optical-model parameters were surveyed by
culating differential cross sections for six states outside
the region of interest@from the (p,g) threshold to the 417-
keV resonance#, which included the bound states
Ex57751, 7891, and 8664 keV, and the unbound states
9608, 9701, and 9835 keV. The relationship between
measured differential cross section,ds/dVexpt and that cal-
culated byDWUCK4, ds/dVDWBA is

S ds

dV D
expt

5N
~2Jf11!

~2Ji11!~2 j 11!
C2SS ds

dV D
DWBA

, ~1!

whereN54.42 is an overall normalization@22#, Jf andJi are
the spins of the final and initial states, respectively, andj is
the transferred total angular momentum. In this case,j 5 l

FIG. 4. The ratio of the differential cross section fo
22Ne(3He,3He)22Ne to that for Rutherford scattering. The fits a
DWBA calculations using different optical-model parameters,
described in the text.
1-3
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TABLE III. Optical-model parameters.

Particle Vr r r ar Wi WD r i5r D ai5aD Vso r so aso r c

3Hea 162.2 1.05 0.72 44.89 1.33 0.86 1.3
d b 88.0 1.17 0.73 0.24 35.8 1.33 0.73 13.85 1.07 0.66 1
p c d 1.17 0.69 l525 1.28

aFrom present elastic-scattering data.
bReference@24#.
cReference@23#.
dVaried to match separation energy.
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61/2, wherel is the transferred orbital angular momentu
We assumed 2s1/2, 2p3/2, 1d5/2, and 1f 7/2 transfer. The
quantity C2S is the spectroscopic factor~the isospin
Clebsch-Gordan coefficientC252/3 for this combination of
reaction and target!. For unbound states, it is possible
extract the proton width,Gp via the relation

Gp5C2SGsp, ~2!

whereGsp is the calculated proton width for a pure singl
particle state. A procedure for calculatingGsp is described by
Iliadis @23#. These quantities are also calculated byDWUCK4

via

Gsp52S dd

dED
d5p/2

21

'
\2k

m F E
0

Rmax
uu~r !u2dr1

G2

2k

d

dk S G8

G D G21

, ~3!

whered is the phase shift,m andk are the reduced mass an
the wave number of theA1x system,Rmax is a cutoff radius
at which the nuclear potential can be set to zero,G is the
irregular Coulomb function evaluated atRmax, and G8
5„dG(r )/dr…r 5Rmax

. The functionu(r ) is the radial wave
function calculated from the overlap ofA andB in the theo-
retical A(a,b)B cross section. The integration step size a
Rmax were arrived at by the requirement that variations
their values produced changes inGsp of no more than 5%.
The results calculated with this method are in agreem
with those obtained using the parametrization found in R
@23#. We have chosen to express the differential cross sec
in terms of a spectroscopic factor~which is sensitive to the
details of the nuclear potential! rather than with an
asymptotic normalization coefficient~which is less sensitive
by design! to facilitate comparison with previous result
This is simply an intermediate step. The quantity of inter
is the proton width, which is insensitive to the choice
nuclear potential, and this is extracted directly from o
angular-distribution data. Unbound form factors were cal
lated for the states above the22Ne1p threshold.

The angular distributions for the six reference states
shown in Fig. 5. Satisfactory fits were achieved using d
teron potentials from the global parametrization of Daehn
et al. @24#. The only parameter that changed over the ran
of deuteron energies relevant for the present study has
magnitude of the volume-imaginary potential, whic
01580
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changed from 0.1 MeV to 0.4 MeV. This was too small
have a noticeable effect, and an average value of 0.24 M
was adopted. Spectroscopic factors were obtained by a le
squares fit of the DWBA cross sections to the data and
listed in Table IV. The 1s uncertainty inC2S from the fit
alone was about 3% for each state. The major system
uncertainty inC2S arises from ambiguities in the optica
model parameters. Since the absolute cross sections
determined relative to elastic scattering,C2S is proportional
to the ratio of the DWBA prediction for (3He,3He) to that
for (3He,d), hence uncertainties in the3He parameters are

FIG. 5. Angular-distributions and DWBA fits for the six refe
ence states. The error bars on the data points reflect statistica
certainties only. The orbital angular-momentum transfer is noted
each fit.
1-4
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INVESTIGATION OF THE 22Ne(p,g)23Na REACTION VIA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 015801
the major contributors to the overall uncertainty. To explo
the effect of variations in these parameters, we have c
pared results obtained with the parameters listed in Table
to those obtained from the parameters of Ref.@21#. The av-
erage variation in the ratios(3He,3He)/s(3He,d)is 24%.
Similar comparisons using different sets of deuteron par
eters produce results that differ by about 11%. Treating al
these uncertainties as independent, Gaussian-distribute
rors implies a total uncertainty of 27% for the spectrosco
factors reported here.

Proton widths were calculated for the three unbou
states in our test sample and are listed in Table V along w

TABLE IV. Summary of spectroscopic factors.

(2Jf11)C2S

Ex ~keV!a Jp a l This studye Literature

7751 5
2

1 2 0.028 0.05f

5
2

2b 3 0.076 0.084g

7
2

2b 3 0.052
7
2

1 4 0.33

7891 5
2

1 2 0.57 0.40f

0.46g

8664 1
2

1 0 0.59 0.6060.08h

0.50f

0.54g

8830 1
2

1 0 0.039 0.036g

0.08f

0.05460.010h

8862 1
2

1c 0 <1.531023 <0.012h

8894 1
2

1c 0 <1.631023 <0.030h

8945 7
2

2 3 <8.731023 0.24f, 0.012g

8972 5
2

1c 2 5.031023 7.031023g

7
2

2c 3 9.231023 0.011g

9042 > 7
2

1d 4 ~0.02!

9211 1
2

1c 0 0.02
3
2

2 1 3.931023

9252 1
2

1 0 0.079 0.024g

9608 3
2

1 2 0.082 0.054g

9701 3
2

1 2 0.084 0.087g

9835 3
2

1 2 0.11 0.069g

aFrom Ref.@12# unless otherwise noted.
bFrom l transfer of present data and Ref.@14#.
cValue derived froml of DWBA fit.
dFrom systematics ofg decay.
eThe uncertainty in the present spectroscopic factors obtained
complete angular distributions is627%.
fReference@15#.
gReference@14#. States above the proton-capture threshold h
been reanalyzed using unbound form factors.
hReference@11#.
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experimental values determined from22Ne(p,p)22Ne by
Keyworthet al. @25#. Since they report uncertainties of abo
50% for the widths of these states, the agreement with
results is adequate. However, we must also consider the
certainties inherent in obtaining proton widths from strippi
data. Clearly, the uncertainty in the spectroscopic factor c
tributes to the overall uncertainty, but uncertainties
optical-model parameters also enter into the calculation
Gsp. The value ofGsp depends on the matching of the inte
nal wave function of the proton to the external Coulom
wave function and so it is quite sensitive to the nuclear
tential. For example, 10% changes in radius or diffusen
produce a 40% change inGsp. However, this also change
C2S, but in the opposite direction. Thus the resulting chan
in Gp was less than 5% over this range ofr r andar . The fact
that Gp is quite insensitive to the choice of potential para
eters is to be expected sinceGp is related to the probability
that the incident proton will penetrate the Coulomb and c
trifugal barrier to the nuclear surface. However, this interp
betweenC2S and Gsp does make it difficult to estimate th
uncertainty inGp a priori. Thus, we have taken a phenom
enological approach in which we have calculated the ratio
proton widths extracted from tabulated stripping data@12# to
those obtained directly from (p,p) scattering for 35 reso-
nances in thesd shell ~specifically, in 24Mg, 28Si, and 32S).
We find a logarithmic mean of 0.95 with a logarithmic sta
dard deviation of 1.76. Since we have taken the stripp
data at face value and have not checked them for incon
tencies, the latter number may well be an overestimate. H
ever, we will assume that the proton widths derived from o
(3He,d) results carry an uncertainty of a factor of 1.8.

C. Results

We have observed six states in the region near the (p,g)
threshold, atEx58830, 8945, 8972, 9042, 9211, and 925
keV. The latter two states correspond to the kno
22Ne(p,g)23Na resonances atEc.m.5417 and 458 keV.
Angular-distributions and associated DWBA fits are d
played in Fig. 6. This region of the spectrum was obscu
by contaminant groups arising from14N and 16O in the tar-
get. Consequently, it was only possible to extract limit
angular distributions, with the exception of that for the 883
keV state. However, as will be seen below, this state is
only major contributor to the reaction rate belowEc.m.
5417 keV. No direct evidence for states at 8862 and 88
keV was seen in the present study. A closer inspection of
spectrum displayed in Powerset al. @14# indicates that any

m

e

TABLE V. Proton widths of the reference states.

Gp ~eV!

Ex ~keV! Ec.m. ~keV! Jp l (3He,d) (p,p)a

9608 813.4 3
2

1 2 6.3 3.4

9701 906.6 3
2

1 2 12.4 16.6

9835 1041.1 3
2

1 2 35.3 26.9

aReference@25#. The typical uncertainty is650%.
1-5
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S. E. HALE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 015801
feature at the level of their background in the region of
terest would have been readily discernable in our high
dispersion, lower-background data. An example of the
evant region in our deuteron spectrum is shown in Fig. 7
state at 8862 keV would have been clear of backgroun
u lab510° and 12.5° whereas the 8894-keV state would
unobscured at 10°, 12.5°, and 15°. These angles were e
ined in more detail by using a maximum-likelihood tec
nique @26# ~described in the Appendix! to establish upper
limits for the yields of these states. The resulting angu
distributions are shown in Fig. 8. The data were analyzed
assumings-wave transfer for each state, and ignoring a
compound and/or second-order direct amplitude. The sp
troscopic factors that we have extracted for the thresh
states are summarized in Table IV.

IV. ASTROPHYSICAL ASPECTS

A. General considerations

The thermonuclear reaction rate isNA^sv&, whereNA is
Avogadro’s number and̂ sv& is the thermally averaged
product of total cross section and velocity~in the center of
mass!. The contribution from an isolated, narrow resonan
at Ec.m. can be written as

^sv&5S 2p

mkTD 3/2

\2~vg!r expS 2
Ec.m.

kT D . ~4!

FIG. 6. Angular-distributions and DWBA fits for the low-energ
states of interest. The orbital angular-momentum transfer is n
for each fit.
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FIG. 7. A portion of the deuteron spectrum atu lab510° display-
ing the region of interest for the two possible states at 8862
8894 keV.

FIG. 8. Angular-distributions and DWBA fits for the two state
at 8862 and 8894 keV. A spin parityJp5

1
2

1 was assumed for each
state.
1-6
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TABLE VI. Summary of resonance strengths.

Ex Ec.m. Jpa Gp vg ~eV!

~keV! ~keV! ~eV! This study Literaturef Adopted

8798 5 <2.1310251 d <2.1310251 <2.1310251

8822 28 ( 9
2 , 11

2 )2 <5.4310226 <3.2310225 <3.2310225

8829.5 35.4 1
2

1 3.6310215 3.6310215 6.8310215 g 3.6310215

8862 ~68! <1.9310210 d <1.9310210 <4.231029 g <1.9310210

8894 ~100! <1.431027 d <1.431027 <6.031027 <1.431027

8945 151 7
2

2 <2.331029 <9.231029 6.531027 g <9.231029

8972 178 1.131026 e 3.431026 <2.631026 <2.631026

9000 ~206! <1.431026 <1.431026

9042 248 > 7
2

1 b <3.231028 <1.331027 <2.631026 <1.331027

9070 278 <2.231026 <2.231026

9103 309 <2.231026 <2.231026

9113 319 <3.031026 <3.031026

9147 353 <6.031024 h <6.031024

9170 377 <6.031024 h <6.031024

9211 417 ( 1
2

1 c, 3
2

2) 0.42 0.65i 0.65

9252 458 1
2

1 65 0.5i 0.5

aFrom Ref.@12# unless otherwise noted. fFrom Ref.@13# unless otherwise noted.
bFrom systematics ofg decay. gFrom Ref.@11#.
cFrom present angular distribution. hEstimate from Ref.@13# quoting excitation
d2s1/2 transfer assumed. function of Ref.@27#.
e1d5/2 transfer. iFrom Ref.@31#.
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The quantitym is the reduced mass,k is Boltzmann’s con-
stant, andvg is the resonance strength, defined by

vg5
2Jr11

~2Jt11!~2Jp11!

GpGg

G
, ~5!

in which Jr , Jt , andJp are the spins of the resonance, targ
and incident proton, respectively; andGp , Gg , andG are the
proton andg-ray partial widths, and the total width, respe
tively. At low-resonance energies,Gp!Gg and so the reso
nance strength reduces to

vg'
2Jr11

~2Jt11!~2Jp11!
Gp5

2Jr11

2
C2SGsp ~6!

for the 22Ne(p,g)23Na reaction. In the following, we will
discuss the values that we have adopted for the strength
the low-energy resonances.

B. Resonance strengths

In Table VI, we list the resonance strengths extracted fr
our spectroscopic factors. These results are discussed b

1. ExÄ8799 and 8822 keV, Ec.m.Ä5 and 28 keV

The 8799-keV and 8822-keV states were not observe
this study. However, as mentioned above, neither will mak
significant contribution to the reaction rate because of l
energy~for the former state! or high l transfer (l 55 for the
latter state!. For completeness, we have calculated resona
01580
,

of

ow.

in
a

ce

strengths by assumingC2S<1 for both states. The corre
sponding resonance strengths arevg<2.1310251 eV and
vg<3.2310225 eV, respectively.

2. ExÄ8830 keV, Ec.m.Ä35 keV

The 8830-keV state was observed previously in (3He,d)
@14# and (d,n) @15#, with (2Jf11)C2S50.05 and 0.08, re-
spectively. However, both analyses have employed bou
state form factors. Consequently, we have reanalyzed
data of Powerset al. @14# using their potential parameters
but with unbound form factors and obtain (2Jf11)C2S
50.036. Although this is in good agreement with our val
of 0.039, the quality of the fit is poor, indicating that the
potential parameters have not been optimized. A meas
ment of the direct-capture contribution to the22Ne(p,g)23Na
cross-section@11# reported (2Jf11)C2S50.05460.010. We
have combined this value in a weighted average with
present spectroscopic factor to yield (2Jf11)C2S50.047
60.010. This results in a resonance strengthvg53.6
310215 eV.

3. ExÄ8862 and 8894 keV, Ec.m.Ä68 and 100 keV

The 8862-keV state was not populated in (p,g) measure-
ments (vg<3.2 meV @13#, <4.2 neV @11#!. The re-
analysis of the available data by El Eid and Champagne@17#
concluded thatvg<2.0 neV. The upper limit on the reso
nance strength from the present work is more restricti
vg~68 keV!<0.19 neV. Similarly, the upper limit on the
1-7
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resonance strength for the 8894-keV state has been low
as compared to the limits from the previous studies (vg
<0.6 meV @13#, <5.6 meV @11#, and <0.61 meV @17#!.
Our present value isvg~100 keV!<0.14 meV. The evi-
dence that these states even exist is inconclusive at
Therefore, our recommended reaction rate does not inclu
contribution from either state.

4. ExÄ8945 keV, Ec.m.Ä151 keV

Based on thel 53 transfer seen in the (d,n) reaction@15#
and the observation that this state decays 100% of the tim
the 9

2
1 state at 2704 keV@12#, the 8945-keV state most likely

possesses aJp value of 7
2

2. This state was also observed
(3He,d) by Powerset al. @14#, who remarked that the angu
lar distribution seemed uncharacteristic of pure-l transfer
~however, note that their Table III contains a misprint
which the spectroscopic factor for the 8972-keV state is
ported as that of the 8945-keV state!. Our limited angular
distribution is not sufficient to establish anl transfer, but
given l 53 transfer, we find (2Jf11)C2S58.731023 and a
resonance strength of 9.231029 eV. This strength is ap-
proximately a factor of 70.6 lower than what was calcula
in Ref. @11#, which was based on the much larger spect
scopic factor@(2Jf11)C2S50.24# reported from the (d,n)
reaction@15#. However, the (d,n) data clearly show a size
able compound-nuclear contribution to the cross section
the authors caution that their result might not be reliable. O
reanalysis of the (3He,d) data of Powerset al. @14# yields
(2Jf11)C2S50.012, which is consistent with our resu
However, the shape of their~more complete! angular distri-
bution is not consistent with that of a pure, first-order dire
process whereas our estimates of the spectroscopic facto
proton width are based on a one-step direct reaction. T
to be conservative we consider these quantities to be u
limits.

5. ExÄ8972 keV, Ec.m.Ä178 keV

The 8972-keV state was also observed in the (3He,d)
measurements of Powerset al. @14# with an l transfer of ei-
ther l52 or 3, corresponding to (2Jf11)C2S57.031023

(1d5/2) or 0.011 (1f 5/2), respectively~where again, we have
reanalyzed their data using unbound form factors!. Our
angular-distribution data can only give a rough measure
the magnitude of the cross section. Assuming a pure 1d5/2
state, we obtain (2Jf11)C2S55.031023 and vg 5 3.4
meV. This is larger than the limit set by Ref.@11# of 2.6
meV. We have adopted the lower value. However, this s
makes a negligible contribution to the reaction rate.

6. ExÄ9000 keV, Ec.m.Ä206 keV

The tentative state at 9000 keV was reported by Poweret
al. @14#. An upper limit of C2S<631023 was reported by
Görres et al. @11# assumingl 50 transfer. This impliesvg
<1.4 meV and a negligible contribution to the reaction ra

7. ExÄ9042 keV, Ec.m.Ä248 keV

The experimental situation regarding the 9042-keV st
is similar to that encountered in the case of the 8972-k
01580
ed
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state. Our limited angular-distribution data do not allow us
assign a uniquel transfer. However, the lifetime andg decay
of this state have been tabulated@12# and we have made us
of the criteria outlined there to obtain a most-probable s
assignment. Since this state decays to states withJp

511/21213/21, Jp57/21 is the minimum value consisten
with the assertion that these decays are primarilyE2 in char-
acter. Furthermore, theg width derived from the lifetime is
within the recommended upper limit for isoscalerE2 transi-
tions. Thus, we adoptJp>7/21, which impliesl>4 transfer
with (2Jf11)C2S'0.02~for l 54). However, it is not clear
if the assumption of a first-order direct process is valid. S
eral studies of the12C(12C,pg)23Na reaction indicate that the
state is actually high-spin (Jp> 11

2
1) member of theKp

5 3
2

1 ground state rotational band of23Na @28–30#. Conse-
quently, we consider the resonance strength derived from
results,vg50.13meV, to be an upper limit. Note that this i
more restrictive thanvg<2.6 meV, reported in Ref.@11#.

8. ExÄ9211 and 9252 keV, Ec.m.Ä417 and 458 keV

The strengths of the 417- and 458-keV resonances h
been measured directly by Meyer and Smit@31#. The latter
state is assignedJp5 3

2
2 in the compilation of Endt@12#,

whereas our fit favorsJp5 1
2

1. A comparison of the values
for the resonance strength~0.065 and 0.5 eV, respectively!
with our proton widths~Table VI! reveals that the assump
tion Gp!Gg is no longer valid, but rather, the converse
true, i.e.,Gp@Gg . Consequently, the resonance strength
proportional to Gg . Since we cannot derive resonan

FIG. 9. Total reaction rate~solid lines!, and individual contribu-
tions of resonances and direct capture~dashed lines! for the
22Ne(p,g)23Na reaction. The upper and lower limits on the ra
~with all @0-1# terms set to 1 or 0, respectively! are represented by
the thin solid lines whereas the recommended rate is denoted b
heavy solid line.
1-8
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strengths from our value for the proton width, we have us
the results of Meyer and Smit@31#.

9. Ec.m. Ì460 keV

We have reevaluated the existing data@14,25,31–35# for
resonances up toEc.m.51823 keV, which allows us to exten
our calculation of the reaction rate toT952. Where appro-
priate, we have used the latest tabulation of masses@19# to
t-
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e
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dcorrect resonance energies. In cases where multiple mea
ments exist, the results were combined in a weigh
average.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have used Eq.~4! to calculate the individual reaction
rates for all of the resonances surveyed here. An anal
expression for the total reaction rate is
NA^sv&51.053109T9
22/3exp~219.431/T9

1/3!15.86310210T9
23/2exp~20.411/T9!19.303104T9

21.174

3exp~25.100/T9!15.713105T9
20.249exp~27.117/T9!1@021#3.0931025T9

23/2exp~20.788/T9!

1@021#0.0228T9
23/2exp~21.159/T9!1@021#1.5031023T9

23/2exp~21.752/T9!

1@021#0.423T9
23/2exp~22.065/T9!cm3 mole21 sec21. ~7!
The first two terms include the contributions from direc
capture~from Ref. @11#! and the 35-keV resonance, respe
tively. The next two terms represent the resonances ab
417 keV. The last three terms describe the upper-limit c
tributions from the 68-, 100-, 151- and 178-keV resonanc
respectively. None of the possible resonances in the ra
178 keV,Ec.m.,417 keV make a significant contribution t
the reaction rate and therefore their contributions are not
cluded in Eq.~7!. The total reaction rate and the individu
contributions to it are shown in Fig. 9. We also display t
rate in tabular form in Table VII. The upper and lower limi
listed here include overall uncertainties of640% and
620% associated with the direct-capture component
with the previously measured resonances (Ec.m..417 keV),
respectively. We have also included our 12s systematic un-
certainty of a factor of 1.8 in the strength of the 35-ke
resonance. The uncertainty for direct capture was arrive
by combining the quoted 14% statistical uncertainty in
cross sections of Go¨rreset al. @11# with our estimated uncer
tainties associated with their choice of optical-model para
eters ~27%! and fit ~25%!. The uncertainty for the known
resonances is simply an approximation of the tempera
dependent uncertainty in our weighted average of the re
nance strengths. The rate that we recommend for use in
cleosynthesis calculations includes the first four terms of
~7! and those for the 151- and 178-keV resonance, with
@0-1# factor set to 0.1. This latter resonance increases
reaction rate by less than 35% forT950.1–0.25, which is in
excess of the temperatures thought to be reached in low-m
red giants. Since there is no compelling evidence that the
and 100-keV resonances exist, we have not included the
the recommended rate.

Our recommended rate is significantly smaller than t
appearing in the Nuclear Astrophysics Compilation of Re
tion Rates ~NACRE! compilation @36# for T950.03–0.2.
These rates are compared in Fig. 10. The primary reason
this difference is that our recommended strength for
151-keV resonance has been reduced. This strength may
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TABLE VII. 22Ne(p,g)23Na reaction rate.

T9 Lower limit Recommended Upper limit

0.020 1.37310216 2.46310216 4.44310216

0.025 5.97310215 1.07310214 1.95310214

0.030 7.03310214 1.27310213 2.51310213

0.040 1.40310212 2.53310212 1.60310211

0.050 7.90310212 1.42310211 5.96310210

0.060 2.46310211 4.42310211 1.0631028

0.070 6.19310211 1.10310210 1.0131027

0.080 1.73310210 3.13310210 5.8731027

0.090 5.89310210 1.1931029 2.3431026

0.100 2.1031029 5.0731029 7.0731026

0.110 6.9131029 2.0231028 1.7431025

0.120 2.0431028 6.9931028 3.6531025

0.130 5.4231028 2.0931027 6.8231025

0.140 1.3131027 5.4631027 1.1631024

0.150 2.9431027 1.2831026 1.8431024

0.160 6.2031027 2.7131026 2.7631024

0.180 2.5131026 9.9631026 5.4731024

0.200 1.1031025 3.2431025 9.6231024

0.250 5.8731024 8.5031024 3.6031023

0.300 1.3031022 1.6731022 2.5431022

0.350 1.2231021 1.5431021 1.9431021

0.400 6.4831021 8.1331021 9.9031021

0.450 2.363100 2.953100 3.573100

0.500 6.623100 8.293100 9.983100

0.600 3.133101 3.923101 4.713101

0.700 9.693101 1.213102 1.463102

0.800 2.313102 2.903102 3.483102

0.900 4.653102 5.823102 6.993102

1.000 8.263102 1.033103 1.243103

1.300 2.433103 3.043103 3.653103

1.500 5.153103 6.453103 7.753103

1.800 8.943103 1.123104 1.353104

2.000 1.363104 1.703104 2.053104
1-9
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be overestimated since the spectroscopic factor for this s
is most likely an upper limit. However, since we have sho
that this resonance contributes no more than 30% of the
reaction rate, the uncertainty about the structure of this s
does not translate into a large uncertainty in the reaction r

We have significantly improved the accuracy of t
22Ne(p,g)23Na reaction rate for temperatures characteris
of hydrogen burning in low-mass red giants. However, s
able uncertainties exist in the rates of the reactions that
stroy 23Na, 23Na(p,g)24Mg, and 23Na(p,a)20Ne, and these
must be addressed before it will be possible to predict
dium abundances with improved stellar models. These re
tions will be the subject of future work.

FIG. 10. Ratio of the present recommended rate to previ
results@36#.
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APPENDIX: MAXIMUM-LIKLIHOOD ANALYSIS

To estimate upper limits on the number of counts asso
ated with the 8862- and 8894-keV states, we have emplo
a maximum-likelihood estimation with Poisson statistics
both the possible foreground and the background, as
scribed by Hannam and Thompson@26#. Their procedure
finds the most likely signal~S! and background~B! strength
in a specified region, given a template for each contributi
In this case, the signal shape was taken to be a Gaussian
a width equal to the average for the adjoining states and w
a centroid predicted using the energy calibration at e
angle. The background was taken to be linear, with a varia
height. The mean number of counts in channeli, m i is

m i5Bbi1Ssi , ~A1!

wherebi and si are the background and signal shapes,
spectively. In this case, the most likely result isS,0, which
corresponds to a physically unrealizable situation. Thus,
concept of aDS corresponding to a symmetric confiden
belt loses its physical meaning. As a result, it was neces
to define a criterion for determining the upper limit on th
number of counts, and hence the cross section. Unfo
nately, there is no established convention on how this sho
be done~see, e.g.,@37#, The Review of Particle Propertie
@38# pages III 32 to III 42,@39#, and references therein!. The
method chosen for this work was to renormalize the like
hood function such that the integral over the physical reg
(S.0) was equal to unity. The resulting new likelihood w
then integrated up to the value ofSat which 90% of the area
is included. This was then interpreted as the upper limit
the 90% confidence level.
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